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Sommaire

Des défaillances de tubes de générateurs de vapeur one eu lieu dans 22 des 62
réacteurs nucléaires de puissance refroidis à l'eau surveillés en 1975. C'était moins qu'en
1974 et le nombre des tubes affectés était moins élevé. Ce rapport récapitule ces
défaillances qui étaient dues, pour la plupart, à la corrosion. On y discute également le
contrôle chimique de l'eau secondaire, les méthodes d'inspection et de réparations, les
matériaux de tube et les taux de ruptures.
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Abstract

Steam generator lube failures were reported in 22 out of 62 water-cooled nuclear
power plants surveyed in 1975. This was less than in 1974, and the number of the tubes
affected was noticeably less. This report summarizes these failures, most of which were
due to corrosion. Secondary-water chemistry control, procedures for inspection and
repair, tube materials, and failure rales are discussed.
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Steam Generator Tube Failures:

World Experience in Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Reactors in 1975

by

M.G. Hare

INTRODUCTION

This report is the fifth in a series of compilations
of data on tube failures in steam generators in water-
cooled nuclear power plants (Stevem-Guille-73,
Stevens-Guille-74, Stevens-Guille and Hare-75, Hare-
75). The scries is designed to present information on
Ihese lube failures lo the nuclear industry.

Data is presented on 62 reactors. All commercial,
water-cooled reactors in the Western World of over 50
MW(e) net output are covered, plus one smaller
reactor, NPD. Tubes were plugged at 22 reactors, and
the number of tubes plugged dropped significantly
from 1974. A new problem called "denting" occur-
red, but no lubes were plugged for this reason during
1975.

This year also saw the completion of the
secondary-water chemistry control conversion pro-
gr.im, begun in 1974. No reactors are using high-
phosphate addition now, and the majority are using
the All-Volatile Treatment (AVT). The problem of
phosphate wastage appears to be under control, and a
very noticeable drop in the number of failures, due to
this mechanism, has occurred. This trend should con-
tinuo as residual phosphate sludge is removed from
operating units.

A tube failure is defined as a lube plugged, no matter
what the reason. Tubes may be plugged because they
are leaking, because they have indications of signifi-
cant wall thinning, because they may become inacces-
sible or damaged when something else is done, or
because they are removed Tor examination. In all
cases, the plugging was necessitated because some-
thing appeared to be wrong. Since it is in the interest
of the operator to maintain steam-raising capability,
and since sleam generators have a surplus heat-
exchange area, it is prudent to plug when in doubt.

Much of ihe data in this report were obtained
through questionnaires sent lo reactor operators;
these are supplemented by data from the published
literature and by contacts in the nuclear industry.

Future performance of steam generator tubes
looks very promising. As a result, this will be the last
in this series of reports. Some concern is being ex-
pressed thai denting, and its associated phenomenon
- "hourglassing", may prove lo be a significant prob-
lem, but at present i l is not a defect leading to a

plugging program. Denting should not occur on unils
that have not used heavy phosphate addition lo the
secondary-water, and that have not had large chloride
ingresses.

Two reactors, covered in p.evious surveys, are not
represented in the 1975 report. Indian Point-1 was
shutdown for the whole year and will remain shut-
down until the emergency- core -cooling situation is
resolved. Shippingport was also shutdown for the
whole year as it is being converted lo a Light-Water
Breeder Reactor.

SURVEY OF 1975 FAILURES

This section gives details of lube failures and
repairs for the steam generators that had tube failures
in 1975. These lube failures and pluggings are sum-
marized in Table 1.

Beznau-1, Switzerland

This unit experienced lube defects both during
start-up after a July refuelling shutdown and during
December. Eight tubes were plugged, with 5 actually
leaking. Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
(SCC) in the location of ihe [ubesheel affected 7
tubes, and 19 were attacked by wastage in the sludge
pile. Plugging was explosive and Eddy Current (EC)
inspection was fully automated. A total of 2416
tubes were inspected in 1975.

Although a switch lo AVT was made in July 1975,
phosphates were still detecled in the secondary-water
in the low ppb range al normal operation, increasing
lo about 300 ppb at cold shutdown (in December
1975). Beznau-1 has lost 13% of its total operation
due to steam generator problems (Nuc. Eng. Int.-76).

Beznau-2, Switzerland

A major inspection of 3011 tubes in sleam genera-
tor " A " and 3081 in " B " , during the July 1975 re-
fue l l i ng , showed that wastage attack was still
continuing but the rate of attack had been drastically
reduced. The switch lo AVT in September 1974 is
felt to have reduced the rate of wastage, but phos-
phate residues left in the syslem are still having their
effect (Nuc. Eng. IM.-75).



Table 1 - Summary of 1975 Steam Generator Tube Failures

Tubes Plugging
Plugged Method Failure Cause Failure Location Comments

Beznau-1

Beznau-2

Dresden-1

Genkai-1

Ginna

KKS

KRB

KWO

8

56

40

1

58

2

119

52

explosive

explosive

manually
welded plugs

manually
welded plug

explosive

?

exr.
rosive

explosive

wastage and
inlergranular SCC

wastage

transgranular SCC

fretting

wastage and
intergranular SCC

n/a

corrosion

intergranularSCC

sludge zone and
in tubesheet

sludge zone

varied

lubesheel

?

n/a

bundle centre
at tubesheet

U-bend in inner row
and bundle centre at
tubesheet

5 leakers

I leaker

BWR, all leakers

foreign object

2 leakers

removed for inspection

BWR, all leakers

some cracking from
primary side

Mihama-l

Mihama-2

N-Reactor

Palisades

Point Beach-1

Point Beach-2

Robinson-2

San Onofre

Sena

Surry-1

Surry-2

Takahama-1

Turkey Point-4

Yankee Rowe

12

266

6

285

167

3

14

19

13

301

132

99

5+?

13

manually
welded plugs

manuaiiy
welded plugs

manually
welded plugs

fusion
welded plugs

explosive

explosive

explosive

explosive

manually
welded plugs

explosive

explosive

manually
welded plugs

explosive

explosive

n/a

wastage

SCC

wastage

wastage and
intergranularSCC

wastage and one
manufacturing defect

wastage

fretting

wastage and removal

wastage

wastage

•j

wastage

n/a

support plates

within tubesheet
in SS tubes

support plates

sludge zone

kludge zone

sludge zone
and U-bend

antivibration bars

antivtbriition bar

sludge zone

wastage

tube support plates

peripheral

sludge zone

removed for inspection,
shutdown all 1975

1 leaker

4 leakers, 2 removed

denting observed

1 leaker, denting
observed

1 leaker

0 leakers

2 leakers

2 leakers

2 leakers

0 leakers

0 leakers

1 leaker



Na and PO4 were below 10 ppb during nurmal
operation, but increase to a few ppm during cold
shutdowns and to 25 ppm PO4 after reheating
(August 1975)

A total of 56 tubes were plugged in 1975 due to
wastage, most during the July shutdown. One tube
leaked in October, causing a second shutdown. All
defects were in the sludge pile region.

Dresden-1,USA

This Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) station had 40
leaking tubes plugged in 3 of its 4 stainless steel-tubed
secondcry-steam generators. The location of the
defects varied. Inspection was visual and repairs were
made with welded plugs.

Most of the failures were on steam generator B,
and are thought to be caused by the placement of a
corrosion test loop in series with the steam generator,
as well as the accidental application of extremely high
pressures during hydrostatic testing of the steam
generator. It is believed that stress corrosion cracking
was the failure mechanism.

Genkai-1, Japan

A leak developed during power testing and was
confirmed to be caused by abrasion from a metal
measuring tape, inadvertently left in the steam
generator during fabrication. Only one tube was
affected; it was repaired with a manually welded plug.
The tape was detected by a fibre-optics examination
of the secondary side, and the leak caused a 3-month
delay in commercial operation.

The unit has had a base-line inspection of the full
length of all its tubes. Water treatment is with AVT.

Ginna, USA

Leaks occurred in " A " steam generator in Febxu-
ary and in " B " steam generator in December, result-
ing in a total of 60 tubes being plugged. Two tubes
were removed from " A " , and there was one leaking
tube in each steam generator. All tubes with defects
>40% were plugged explosively, The defects were
just above the tubesheet in the sludge zone. Thermal
cycling, by power variation, was used on start-up to
help remove the sludge after the February shutdown
(Docket 50244-399).

Examination of the removed lubes showed caustic
intergranular SCC in one and phosphate wastage in
both. The phosphate wastage appeared to be inactive;
the deposits near the cracks indicated the presence of
untreated river water in the secondary-circuit.

A 100% inspection took place early in 1976 to
evaluate the change from phosphate to AVT, and 41

more tubes were plugged. Some deterioration was
noted and attributed to residual sludge. The steam
generators were modified to improve the circulation,
and this reduced the height of the sludge deposit, but
not the area covered. Lancing is expected to reduce
the probability of tube attack by sludge during future
years. No denting was detected (Docket 50244-502).

KKS, Federal Republic of Germany

This reactor is the first commercial unit with
lncoloy-800 tubes and has experienced no failures or
defects to date. Two tubes were removed for inspec-
tion in 1975 during a major inspection program. A
slight wastage attack (50 =m) was found at the sludge
boundary layer. The unit uses low-phosphate treat-
ment (PO4 <2.9 ppm) with Na:PO4 =2.0.

KKB, Federal Republic of Germany

Fifty-six leaking tubes were plugged in steam
generator I, and 63 in steam generator II of this stain-
less steel-tubed BWR. The failures were located at the
tubesheet, in the centre of the bundle, near the
divider, and were caused by corrosion. Explosive
plugs were used and inspection was visual.

KWO, Federal Republic of Germany

Another 52 tubes were plugged in 1975. The fail-
ures and defects arc still following the previous
pattern, with tubes in the innermost tube row in
steam generator 2 failing at the light U-bend due to
SCC. In steam generator 1, the failures have been in
the hot-leg, just above the tubesheet, mostly in the
bundle centre. The plugging criterion is a defect
>50% of the wall thickness. Explosive plugging is
used.

Metallurgical investigation of removed tubes has
revealed intergranular cracks starting from the pri-
mary side, and all tubes in both steam generators are
affected by this. The failure mechanism is believed to
be SCC caused by the low pH and high oxygen in the
primary circuit on start-up, pickling of the lubes dur-
ing manufacture, and high residual stresses produced
by the rolling practice. Because of this, replacement
steam generators tubed with lncoloy-800 have been
built, but no decision has been made to install them.
The growth of these cracks has now halted.

Cracks start from the secondary side of steam
generator 1, just above the tubesheet, in the region of
poor flow conditions. Since these have not been de-
tected in the identical steam generator 2, other fac-
tors must also be in effect.

KWO has always used AVT for the secondary-
water. Inspections are highly automated (Schenh-75).



Mihsma-1, Japan

This unit remained shutdown for all of 1975 due
to tube failures. A major testing program has con-
firmed that excessive phosphates had caused the vube
degradation, and that the switch to AVT has hailed
the wastage. Operation will not resume until a govern-
ment decision is made on the ability to operate safely
with over 20% of the tubes plugged. Replacement
steam generators have been designed with improved
flow distribution, but the decision to install them has
not been made. It is estimated that it will take 3 1/2
years foi removal of the old steam generators and
installation of the new ones (Nuc. Power Experience).

Twelve tubes were removed for inspection in
1975, necessitating plugging which was done with
manually welded plugs.

Mihama-2, japan

After the switch to AVT early in 1975, an inspec-
tion was carried out to test the effects of the conver-
sion. It was confirmed by a remote-automatic EC
inspection of all tubes that the wastage attack had
been halted.

A shutdown occurred when a lube leaked and it,
plus 26S more, was plugged. Repairs were with manu-
ally welded plugs. The steam generators were load
cycled from 20-75% of their rating after a hot water
flushing (Nuc. Eng. IM.-76).

The unit returned Xo commercial operation in
December.

N-Reactor, USA

N-Reactor was originally equipped with 10 stain-
less steel-tubed steam generators but, prior to com-
mercial operation, gross failures occurred in 2 units
which were then retubed with lnconel-500 tubes. In
the next 7 years, 6 more steam generators were re-
tubed with lnconel-600 due to failures of the stainless
steel-tubes. These failures are felt to be caused by
high oxygen levels during maintenance, the fabrica-
tion procedure of the lubes, the use of a vapour phase
inhibitor in carbon steel piping welded to the steam
generators, and inadequate oxygen and chloride con-
trol of the secondary-water at times. Two additional
steam generators wild lnconel-600 tubes were instal-
led at N-Reactor during this 7-ycar period. No
lnronel-600 tubes at N-Reactor have ever had a
defect.

The 10 lnconel-600 tubed steam generators have
had operating times varying from 700 to 2000 Effec-
tive Full-Power Days (EFPD). The remaining 2 stain-
less >teel units have operated 2000 EFPP. Normally,
only 10 steam generators are in operation at any one
lime.

In 1975, 2 tubes leaked and were plugged by
manually welded plugs in each of the two stainless
steel-tubed steam generators. The leaks were in the
tubesheet crevice region. In addition, 2 tubes were
removeu for inspection from one of the 10 Jncortei-
600 tubed stean generators. These 2 tubes gave eddy
current indications of defects that proved spurious
upon removal of the tubes for inspection.

Inspections are done martua\)y, using eddy current
techniques. Secondary-water chemistry has i.iways
been AVT. The steam generators are horizontal
U-tube design (Carlson el al.-75, Carlson and' Kratzer-
75).

Palisades, USA

Although no tubes actually leaked, Palisades had a
further 80 lubes in "A" steam generator and 205 in
"B" plugged in 1975 because of wall thinning caused
by wastage. The plant produced 120 EFPD from
April to December, running at 80% power. Early in
this period, flushing operations took place with 10%
step increases in power, followed by an appropriate
power reduction to thermally cycle the sludge in the
steam generators.

Denting was discovered, being more pronounced in
"B" steam generator than in "A". Although denting
was very extensive, it was minor in depth and not felt
to be a problem. Maximum depth of the dents were
0.1 mm, with an average depth of 0.03 mm (Nuc.
Power Experience).

Fusion welded plugs were used. One plug leaked
slightly during 1975, but the leak was too small to
require a shutdown. An air in-leakage in 1975 led to
difficulty in control of the chemistry of the
secondary-water. In 1975, 6751 hot-leg and 841
cold-leg tubes in steam generator "A", and 7559 hot-
leg and 350 cold-leg tubes in "B" were inspected for
their full length. This was nearly a 100% inspection,
considering the number of tubes now plugged at
Palisades.

Point Beach-1, USA

A leak developed on "B" steam generator in March
1975, and this tube plus a total of 156 others in both
"A" and "B" units were plugged explosively. Two of
the plugs in "B" moved several centimeters up the
tubes, and these tubes were subsequently sealed by
manual welding. During the November refuelling out-
age, a further 10 tubes were plugged. All defects were
due lo phosphate wastage or caustic cracking, and
were generally in the low-flow high-sludge area, just
above the lubesheet.

Sludge lancing is now a routine practice during
refuelling outages. The sludge pile was measured by



low-frequency eddy current measurements during the
November outage. The steam generators are being
modified to increase sweeping on the hot-leg side of
the tubesheet.

Denting was observed at the support plates during
the November outages, but was not detected during
the previous inspection in March (Gray Book-lanuary
7976/

Point Beach-2, USA

A leak developed in August and the leaking tube,
plus 2 others, one with a 44% and the other with a
58% defect indication, was plugged. Denting was
noticed for the first time. The leakiny tube was on
the periphery of the bundle, and the hole was a clean,
circular cut, indicating a manufacturing defect. The
sludge was not lanced during this outage (NRC-75),
although 10 centimetres were noticed, but will be
performed routinely during future refuelling outages.

During the March 1976 refuelling outage, 18 tubes
were plugged. One tube was leaking and the rest had
indications >40%; all defects were caused by phos-
phate wastage (Docket 40301-368).

Robinson-2, USA

At a November refuelling shutdown, a major
inspection of all three steam generators was carried
out. A total of 14 tubes was plugged explosively, and
the secondary sides of the steam generators were
modified at the same time to improve the flow
patterns. No tubes actually leaked.

In " A " steam generator, 48% of the tubes inspect-
ed revealed defect indications >20%, and 2 tubes
were plugged. In " B " , 14% of the tubes were inspect-
ed, and 21 % of these had indications >20%. One tube
was plugged. In " C " , the inspection was extended to
include the U-bend and bo. • legs as the deterioration
was accelerated from previous years. The extension
resulted in 5 tubes being plugged for defects in the
U-bend, in addition to 6 others for tubesheel area
indications. Abotit 13% of the inspected tubes had
indications >20%.

There was no evidence of denting. To date, some
3% of the tubes at Robinson-2 are plugged (Nuc.
Power Experience).

San Onofre-1, USA

San Onotre is still experiencing failures due to the
damage incurred to the steam generator during instal-
lation. Denting was experienced at the first support
plate, at the outside of the bundle, and fretting at the
antivibration bars. Plugs were applied explosively to
19 tubes, 2 of which were actually leaking.

Eddy current inspection was performed on 5789
tubes. A high percentage, 30%, were inspected around
the U-bend because of the fretting problem. GO-NO-
GO size gauging was performed at the same time
because of the tube damage that occurred during
erection. Low-phosphate chemistry control was used,
phosphates from 5 ppm to 10 ppm, and there are no
plans to switch to the all-volatile treatment.

Sena, France

Thirteen tubes were plugged by manual welding
due to failures at the antivibration bar. Two of these
tubes were leakers. A remote eddy current span of
500 tubes through the U-bend was conducted because
of the continuing failures in this region. Secondary-
water is controlled by AVT.

Surry-1, USA

Surry-1 was shutdown in September, just before
its scheduled refuelling outage, because of leaking
tubes. The refuelling was done early and a major in-
spection program took place.

In steam generator A, where the 2 leakers were,
1583 tubes were inspected and 1477 had defect
indications, 39 with indications >50%. A tube was
removed for inspection but, due to a faulty cutting
head, it was pulled apart rather than cut off. I t , and
the tubes around it, was plugged as a precaution. A
total of 182 tubes was plugged in " A " .

In " B " , 4 tubes were plugged, 2 because of wast-
age, and 2 because of damage due to arc strikes while
welding in a tube-lane blocking-plate during modifica-
tions to the secondary side.

In " C " , 109 tubes had defects >40% and 115 were
plugged.

Denting was detected in all 3 steam generators but
was worst in " A " , where 66 out of 696 tubes would
not pass a standard eddy current testing probe be-
yond the second support plate. It existed in the
crevice area of the tube-sheet region and at all 7
support plates. Denting was worse in the rows nearest
the divider.

By March 1976, Surry-1 had over 6% of its tubes
plugged (Nuc. Power Experience).

Surry-2, USA

During the May 1975 shutdown, major work was.
done on all 3 steam generators, The sludge pile was
measured and then lanced. A total of 132 tubes with
indications >40% were plugged, 35 in steam gene, a-
tor " A " , 29 in " B " , and 68 in " C " . One tube in " A "
was plugged by mistake. All were plugged explosively.
Further plugging took place early in 1976 when leaks



occurred, and more were plugged during the spring
1976 refuelling shutdown. This resulted in over 5% of
ihe tubes being plugged (Nuc. Power Engineering).

The plugging criteria was changed in 197S from a
50% to a 40% through-the-wall defect.

Takahama-1, Japan

Ninety-eight tubes were plugged at Takat jima-1
because of wastage; none were leakers. Repairs were
made with manually welded plugs. Most of the defect
indications were at the tube support plate area of the
hot-leg, as have been the failures at the Mihama
reactors.

A remote automatic eddy current inspection of
the full length of all the tubes took place in Decem-
ber, and 7 tubes were removed for examination. The
station used phosphate treatment during its commis-
sioning but switched at AVT. Wastage has halted
st'nce the switch.

Turkey Point-4, USA

The steam generators were inspected during the
spring refuelling outage, and continued thinning was
observed in the sludge pile region. Denting was also
detected.

In August, a leak developed in a peripheral tube in
steam generator " B " , between the second and sixth
support plate. Due to denting, a standard eddy
current probe would not pass these support plates, so
the exact location or cause of the leak is unknown. A
tube was also removed from this steam generator, at
this time, to study the denting phenomena.

In September, another leak occurred in the peri-
pheral region at the second support plate. Surround-
ing tubes were plugged and several more tubes were
femoved (Nuc. Power Experience).

Yankee Rowe, USA

During the November fuelling shutdown, 6 tubes
in steam generator 1 were plugged (1 was leaking) and
7 in steam generator 4. Ten of these had thinning,
exceeding regulatory limits of >S0% of the wall
thickness defects. The cause was wastage, and the
defects were in the sludge zone. Phosphate treatment
Was used early in the life of the reactor, but AVT has
been used since 1968 (Docket 50029-574).

The tubes were plugged explosively, and a total of
307 of the tubes in steam generators 1 and 4 were
inspected up to the U-bend. The tube material is
304-stainless steel.

NATURE OF FAILURES

The pattern of failures is shown in Table 2 and is
similar to previous years. Most tube failures were due
to corrosion, and most of these were due to wastage.

Wastage at the support plates affected Mihama-2,
Palisades, and Takahama-1. These 3 units had a large
number of tubes plugged. However, most stations
with wastage failure experienced the failures just
above the tubeshect in the sludge zone. The number
of failures in this area, due to wastage, was down
noticeably from previous years, indicating that the
elimination cf heavy phosphate addition is having a
positive effect.

Table 3 indicates the number of reactors with tube
failures versus effective full-power days. Indian
Point-1 and Shippingport are included in the table
data. The failure rate will probably be much less in
the future than it has been, because the wastage prob-
lem has been well analyzed, and appears to be under-
stood and under control. New reactors are also using
steam generators of improved design.

A new phenomenon called denting was detected in
1975. This defect affects only certain designs of
steam generators, which have been operated for a sig-
nificant length of time with heavy sodium phosphate
dosage for secondary-water control. A deposit forms
in the small clearance space between the lube and the
tube-support plates. This deposil applies a compres-
sive stress on the tube, denting it. The deposit also
dilates the tube hole in the supfxx-t pldle.

The deposits are basically magnetite and are gene-
rated by corrosion of the support piatc. They arc
much less dense than the steel support plate and so
"grow" when they are formed, ihus causing the com-
pressive stress. The amount of deposit appears
correlated with the saltiness of the cooling water and
so probably depends upon the ingress of NaCI, prob-
ably through the formation of FeCl2-

The dilation of the hole, in the lube-suppon plate,
results in stresses being transmitted throughout the
plate. Near the bundle centre, there arc vacant holes
to allow the flow of water, A\V\ ihe stresses are re-
lieved trrre. These holes are absent near Ihe peri-
phery, causing more severe denting of the tubes. Slots
are cut in the tube-support plate in the divider lane,
and the stress in the support plate strains them in-
ward, on the long side, giving them an hourglass
shape. Small cracks were observed in the periphery of
one support plate of Surry-2, when a piece was
removed for investigation. The cracks are not con-
sidered to impair operation or safety.



Table 2 - Location of 1975 Failures

Number

of Tubes
Area

Tubeshcet

Support Plates

U-Bend

Other or Unknown

Beznau-1
Beznau-2
Dresden
Ginna
KRB
KWO
Mihama-2
N-Reactor
Palisades
Point Beach-1
Point Beach-2
Robinson-2
Surry-1
Surry-2
Yankee Rowe

Dresden
Mihama-2
Palisades
Takahama-1
Turkey Point-'!

Dresden
KWO
Mihama-2
Robinson-2
San Onofre
Sena

Genkai-1
N-Reactor
Point Beach-2
Turkey Point-4

g
56

?

60
119

7

7

7

7

167
2
6

301
132
13

7

7

7

98
1

7

7

7

5
19
13

1
7

1
1

Table 3 - Tube Failures vs EFPD to 31/12/75

EFPD
Number

of Reactors
Number

with Failures

<200
200 - 500
500- 1000
>iooo

7
17
13
27

1
2
8

24

TOTAL 64 35

In some cases, the denting has caused small cracks
in the tube. The amount of denting varies from one
station to another, but in most cases is sufficient to
block the passage of standard sized eddy current
probes. This requires the use of smaller probes for
inspection, making inspection more difficult. The
dented tubes tend to take on an oval shape, the
ovality being more pronounced on the peripheral
tubes, which have more denting.

Dentirg was observed at Palisades, Point Beach-1
and 2, San Onofre, Surry-1 and 2, and Turkey Point-3
and 4 in 1975 and at more stations in 1976.

INSPECTION AND REPAIR PROCEDURES

Almost all the operators of the reactor stations
covered in this survey inspected some of their steam
generator tubes. The exceptions were new stations,
with very little operating time during 1975, and very
old stations, whose design does not readily lend the
tubes to inspection. Eddy current techniques are used
at all but a few stainless steel-tubed units, and most
operators now have remotely indexed systems to
reduce man-rem doses.

These procedures are indicative of the progress the
industry has made with the operation of steam gene-
rator lubes.

Repairs are made by manually welded plugs at
only the older reactors: Dresden-!, N-Reactnr and
Sena; and at Palisades and the Japanese stations.
These latter ones will probably switch to explosive
plugging in the future, as have most of the rest of the
industry. The criterion of when to plug a tube varies
widely over the industry, but a general trend has been
noted to plug tubes with smaller defect indications.
Many operators, who plugged tubes with a defect
>50%, now plug lubes with indications >40%. The
cost of a lube failing, during normal operation, is
becoming increasingly expensive as the cost of alter-
native energy goes up. Down time can cost 10,000 to
20,000 $/h for many new units in replacement power
costs alone.

SECONDARY-WATER CHEMISTRY CONTROL

The program undertaken at many reactors in later
1974 and early 1975, to switch the secondary-water
chemistry control from phosphate to AVT, is now
complete, and the current practice is given in Table 4.
The mixed treatment used by KANUPP and NPD is
AVT, under normal conditions, and low phosphate
addition, combined with maximum blowdown when
a condenser leak occurs.



Table 4 - Secondai,-Water Chemistry Control

Method

Phosphate <10ppm

Mixed treatment

AVT

Reactor

Atucha

Biblis

Borsselc

Haddam Neck

jose Cabrera

KK3

San Onofrc

KANUPP

NPD

all others in

this survey

All operators tried to remove the sludge pile, many
by water lancing; but some did not lance as they fell
that, with their steam generator design, lancing would
only stir up the sludge raiher than effectively remove
it. This in turn would expose the tubes to material
thai was not depleted in phosphate, thus causing
further wastage.

Thermally cycling, by load variation during start-
up, was used to help dissolve the residual sludge. Even
so, operators are still detecting sludge on the lube-
sheet and phosphates in the secondary-water. It will
lake some time to remove it all.

The power reacior siations that still use phosphate
control are using only a few ppm of PO4.

Where practicable, opeiators are modifying the
design and operation of their steam generators to
improve sweeping at the lubesheet and reduce dry-
out. Flow patterns are being altered by the addition
of lube-lane blockers and by modification of feed-
water entries. Bfowdowns are being modified as well.
These changes often require modifications lo the
moisture-separator and steam-dryer part of the steam
generator, as these changes tend to increase the water
carry-over of the sieam.

The reactor operators at Bcznau-1, KWO, and
Mihama-1 have had new steam generators designed
and built, but have not yet decided to install them.
The job would be major and the associated cost very
high.

TUBE MATERIALS

Although some units with stainless steel tubes are

continuing to experience failures, others are not. The
key to good operation with this material is to prevent
chlorides and oxygen from entering the water. It will
not be used for future reactors except in the USSR,
where experience with it has been quite good.

Mone|-400 has been very successful on CANDU
reactors, but will not be used un future ones as ii has
a high corrosion proclecl release-rate in higher oxygen
content water. Future CANDU's will have .some buik
boiling in the primary , ircuit, which makes it hard to
control r.idiolytic oxygen. Hence, in the interest of
lower radiation fields in the primary circuit, future
CANDU power plants will use lncoloy-800 or its
equivalent. Low c ;r :lt content will be specilied to
reduce radiation fields even further (Vomieth and
Hemmings-76),

lnconcl-600 is the main material used today for
steam generator tube material, and it will be the
primary material for some time to come because of
Ihe commitment the industry has made to it.

There is not a significant difference between
lnconel-600 and lncoloy-800 in corrosion resistance,
but it is fell that below 10% NaOH concentration,
lncoloy-800 has a better resistance to caustic SCC
than does lnconel-600. (Vandeth and Hemmings-76).
Above 10% concentration, the reverse h true; but
with the switch to AVT, caustic conditions should
never exist. The lower nickel content of lnculoy gives
slightly lower radiation fields in the primary circuit,
so it has a second advantage.

Operating experience with Incoloy is increasing,
and performance to date has been excellent. Several
more years are needed before a definite decision can
be made on Us long-term potential as a (ubc material.
German vendors use i i , and ft is cu. ...ted tor
CANDU reactors as well.

SUMMARY

Although steam generator tubes continued to tail
in 1975, the number o( failures was markedly less
than in previous years. The problem of phosphate
wastage has been clearly delineated, and solutions
have been put forward that are working. Failures
from this mechanism will drop in the future as the
residual phosphates left in secondary circuits are
flushed out by lancing and thermal cyling.

More care in the materials, design, construction,
and operation of condensers will further improve me
performance of steam generators, lnconel-600 and
lncoloy-800, or their equivalents, will be the main
materials used for steam generator tubes.

With a few exceptions, remotely indexed eddy
current scanning is the main inspection technique,



and explosive plugging is used for repairs. Power sta-
tion;, are now built with repair and inspection pro-
cedures and equipment already in existence.
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Appendix 1 - Reactors in the Survey

Reactor
EFPD

31 /12/75
Total Failures

31/12/75
Reactor

EFPD
31/12/75

Total Failures
31/12/75

Arkansas-1

Atucha

Beznau-1

Beznau-2

Biblis-1

Borssele

CalvertCliffs-1

Cook-1

Doel-1

Doel-2

Douglas Point

Dresden-1

Fort Calhoun-1

Gariglian

Genkai-1

Ginna

Haddam Neck-1

Indian Poiru-2

Jose Cabrera

KANUPP

Kewaunee

KKS

KRB

KWL

KWO
Main Yankee

Mihama-1

Mihama-2

MZFR

NPD
N-Reactor

250
450

1450

1200

300

600

200

200

300

100

1400

2850

500

2550

150

1450

2200

400

1800

550

400

1100

2450

1200

2050

650

650

650

1800

2750

1500

0

0

982

108

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

157

0

230

1

78

26

0

3

0

0

2

133

20

172

0

2139

266

0

1

24

Oconee-1

Oconee-2

Oconee-3

Palisades

Pickering-1

Pickering-2

Pickering-3

Pickering-4

Point Beach-1

Point Beach-2

Prairie lsland-1

Prairie Uland-2

Rancho Seco

Rapp

Ringhal; 2

Robin>on-2

San Onofre

Sena

Surry-1

Surry-2

Takahama-1

Takahama-2

Tarapar-1

Tarapar-2

Three Mile lsland-1

Trino Vercellese

Turkey Point-3

Turkey Point-4

Yankee Rowe

Zion-1

Zion-2

'retubed

550
350

300
400

1250

1150

800
650

1300

850

400

250

150

300

150

1200

2150

1500

600

600

400

150

1150

1150

450

2050

700

600

3840

400

250

2

0

0

2945

0

1

0

0

362

10

0

0

0

0

0

85

78

16

440

190

98

0

0*

0*

0

0

34

164+

63

0

0
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